
2017 E-Class Coupe and Cabriolet
Absolutely driven.



Vehicle Highlights DESIGN 2017 E-Class Coupe and Cabriolet

Pillarless hardtop coupe design
The Mercedes-Benz coupe signature is a sweeping “pillarless”
profile, with no visible framework interrupting its four power
side windows. It’s a class exclusive that only Mercedes-Benz
has produced continuously for over 50 years. Dramatic
styling thrusts this timeless approach into the future, with
expressive active LED headlamps and taillamps, a bold grille
and aggressively sculpted lower bodywork. A glass
Panoramic sunroof adds a further dimension to the airy
cabin.

Four-passenger cabriolet design
With a low drag coefficient, the E-Class Cabriolets slip
through the wind virtually unnoticed. Yet their distinctively
modern design commands attention, from sweeping
headlamps to sleek tail. Proportions are both elegant and
athletic, whether the insulated power soft top is stowed or
raised. A colour-keyed cover, with domed fairings behind
each rear seat, conceals the lowered top in seamless style.

Finely crafted cabin
True grand-touring automobiles, the E-Class Coupes and
Cabriolets extend their gracious refinement to all four
passengers. Rich leather in a wide array of colours is
exactingly double-stitched and hand-fitted to each of the four
individual sport seats. Aluminum or hand-finished wood trim
is liberally applied throughout the cabin. And an elegant
analogue clock celebrates their rich motoring heritage.



Vehicle Highlights TECHNOLOGY 2017 E-Class Coupe and Cabriolet

Advanced LED lighting
Approximating daylight even more closely than xenon
headlamps, the standard active LED high-performance
headlamps provide the benefits of LED lighting on both low
and high beams. They also adapt to the road ahead by
steering into corners as you do, and automatically shining as
far as possible. Distinctive LED taillamps combine
eye-opening brilliance with eye-catching style.

COLLISION PREVENTION ASSIST
PLUS
Radar-based technology alerts you if you’re approaching a
vehicle ahead at a speed and distance which suggest that a
collision is likely. In addition to alerting the driver, its
Adaptive Brake Assist with autonomous braking can apply up
to 100% of the car’s braking force automatically, to help
prevent a collision or reduce its severity.

Intelligent Drive
US model shown.

From the open road to a parking spot, the groundbreaking
options of Intelligent Drive help make driving safer and
smoother. DISTRONIC PLUS with Steering Assist adapts your
cruising speed to both the flow of traffic and gentle curves in
the road. Standard Passive Blind Spot Assist, or optional
Active Blind Spot and Lane Keeping Assists, all look out for
you on multilane roads. A 360° camera gives you a live
birdseye view of the area around your car. Standard Active
Parking Assist can even park the car hands-free.



Vehicle Highlights LUXURY 2017 E-Class Coupe and Cabriolet

COMAND Online navigation with
MB Apps
U.S. model shown

A high-resolution 7" colour display, a central controller on the
console, and a multifunction steering wheel give you intuitive
control of audio, navigation, hands-free calling and more.
Standard audio features include harman/kardon surround
sound, Bluetooth® wireless streaming and SiriusXM® Radio.
COMAND Online includes a variety of useful apps. And the
navigation system makes any drive easier with 3D maps, lane
guidance for turns, and voice control with a learning feature.

Season-extending innovations
The Cabriolet’s cabin innovations let you catch a breeze while
cheating the wind. The exclusive AIRCAP system virtually
eliminates drafts during top-down driving, with a wind
deflector above the windshield and a transparent power
screen between the rear head restraints. The standard
AIRSCARF neck-level heating system provides warmed air
through adjustable vents beneath each front head restraint,
like a virtual scarf.

Apple CarPlay™ and Android
Auto
MY17 SLC shown

Integrated with the standard COMAND system are new Apple
CarPlay™ and Android Auto, both of which bring entirely new
interfaces to the 8" screen and console controller. Looking
and functioning much like your associated iPhone® or
Android® phone, they bring you some of the most useful
features of your smartphone in a user-friendly way.



Vehicle Highlights PERFORMANCE 2017 E-Class Coupe and Cabriolet

Biturbo Direct Injection engines
Twin turbos team up with numerous advances to generate
more torque from less fuel, with cleaner emissions. The
rapid-multispark ignition and high-pressure Direct Injection
can fine-tune their response with millisecond speed, to make
the most of every drop of gasoline. And an ECO Start/Stop
system makes waiting at red lights more efficient. A 329-hp
3.0-liter biturbo V-6 powers the E 400 models, while a
breathtaking 402-hp biturbo V-8 lurks under every E 550
hood.

Performance-focused suspension
systems
AGILITY CONTROL automatically adjusts each shock
absorber based on the road surface and your driving
style—instantly firming up for sharper handling while
maintaining a composed ride overall. The Dynamic Handling
suspension of the rear-wheel-drive models adjusts the
electronically controlled shock absorbers at the touch of a
button. It also includes Comfort and Sport settings.

› all-wheel drive
From winter’s wrath to a challenging corner, the E 400 ›
Coupe’s advanced all-wheel-drive system adds to your driving
confidence on any road, in any season. Its 4-wheel Electronic
Traction System continually sends power to the wheels with
the best grip, while its lightweight, nimble design enhances
handling and fuel efficiency year-round.



Options and Accessories 2017 E-Class Coupe and Cabriolet

Avantgarde Edition Package
Premium luxury and convenience features that you’ll soon consider must-haves.
Standard on all models.

PARKTRONIC with Active Parking Assist
Active Parking Assist employs sensors in the bumpers to help you size
up perpendicular and parallel-parking spaces as you drive by them. It
then expertly steers the car into the space while you simply control the
gear selection. During any low-speed manoeuvre, PARKTRONIC’s
ultrasonic sensors in the front and rear bumpers help detect nearby
objects within the system’s field of view. Audible signals and
illuminated displays in the cabin help you navigate tight spaces with
confidence.

Rearview camera
For a better view of what’s directly behind your vehicle when reversing,
a wide-angle camera displays a live view on the in-dash COMAND
screen. Active parking guidelines on the screen help you back into a
parking space.

Climate Comfort front seats
Included only on E 550 Coupe & Cabriolet / Available as an individual
option on E 400 Coupe & Cabriolet

By gently circulating air through perforations in the seat and backrest,
Climate Comfort front seats help keep you cooler and your clothes drier
during warmer months. Three levels of heating and cooling ventilation
are offered. On cold or damp days, using the ventilation and heating
features together can circulate the seat heating more quickly, to help
keep you warm and dry.

Adaptive Highbeam Assist
Standard on E 550 Coupe & Cabriolet

Engineered to maximize illumination of the roadway without creating
glare for other drivers, Adaptive Highbeam Assist automatically
switches on your high-beam headlamps. The system uses input from a
special camera to determine the distance to both oncoming vehicles
and those ahead of you.



Options and Accessories 2017 E-Class Coupe and Cabriolet

Avantgarde Edition Package cont.
Premium luxury and convenience features that you’ll soon consider must-haves.
Standard on all models.

Active-LED high-performance headlamps
Standard on E 550 Coupe & Cabriolet

A Mercedes-Benz first, these full-LED active headlamps generate light
that’s even closer to natural daylight than Bi-Xenon headlamps. Active
Curve Illumination swivels the headlamp beams as you steer the car.
Expressively styled LED Daytime Running Lamps are integrated within
the headlamps.

harman/kardon LOGIC7 surround sound system
Standard on E 550 Coupe & Cabriolet

With 14 speakers and 610 watts of rich, full audio, the LOGIC7® system
is specifically engineered for the E-Class. Dolby® Digital 5.1
surround-sound technology delivers a wholly immersive listening
experience.

KEYLESS-GO
Originally pioneered by Mercedes-Benz, KEYLESS-GO lets you unlock
your car and drive off without removing the SmartKey from your pocket
or purse. You can lock and unlock the doors with a touch of the exterior
handles, and start the engine by stepping on the brake pedal and
pushing the Start/Stop button on the dashboard.

Rear-window sunshade
Included only on E 550 Coupe / Not available on Cabriolets or E 400
› Coupe

Help shade both the cabin and your rear-seat passengers from direct
sunlight with a fine-mesh screen that rises in front of the rear window
at the touch of a button. It’s designed to help keep the sun’s rays at
bay, while its see-through design helps preserve your rearward vision.



Options and Accessories 2017 E-Class Coupe and Cabriolet

Avantgarde Edition Package cont.
Premium luxury and convenience features that you’ll soon consider must-haves.
Standard on all models.

Sport steering wheel
Standard on E 550 Coupe & Cabriolet

Pronounced contours, thick padding and perforated side grips put the
delights of precise handling literally in the driver’s hands. Raised
thumbrests are placed at the ideal “10 and 2 o’clock” positions, while
the racing-inspired flat-bottom design facilitates ingress and egress.

Multicontour front seats
Standard on E 550 Coupe & Cabriolet

Four-way lumbar supports, along with adjustable side bolsters and
thigh supports, allow you to custom-tailor your seat more precisely to
your physique.

18" AMG twin 5-spoke wheels
Standard on E 550 Coupe & Cabriolet

Racing-bred AMG wheels feature five pairs of thin spokes with a
machined finish. Staggered in width, the rear wheels and tires are wider
than their front-axle teammates, for more sure-footed acceleration
while maintaining crisp steering feedback.

Sport brake system
Standard on E 550 Coupe & Cabriolet

Perforated and internally ventilated front brake discs help to better
dissipate the hot gases of hard braking, to better resist brake fade. The
perforations are cast in place when the rotor is made, to prevent the
creation of stress points that can occur during conventional
cross-drilling. Silver-painted calipers with Mercedes-Benz logos add a
racy touch.



Options and Accessories 2017 E-Class Coupe and Cabriolet

Avantgarde Edition Package cont.
Premium luxury and convenience features that you’ll soon consider must-haves.
Standard on all models.

AIRSCARF neck-level heating
Included only on Cabriolets / Not available on Coupes

Vents below each front head restraint deliver warmed air to your neck,
head and shoulders, like a virtual scarf. Individual temperature controls
and vehicle speed–sensitive airflow let you enjoy top-down driving in
cooler weather.



Options and Accessories 2017 E-Class Coupe and Cabriolet

Night Package
Bold contrast for your E-Class Coupe or Cabriolet, with Gloss Black accents for the wheels and key
body elements.
Available on all models.

18" AMG twin 5-spoke bicolour wheels
A deep black finish covers the five pairs of thin spokes, the outer rim
and all of the wheel surfaces, for a dramatic effect. On all models, the
rear wheels and tires are wider than their counterparts at the front axle,
for more surefooted acceleration while maintaining crisp steering
feedback.

Exterior elements in Gloss Black
A Gloss Black motif sets off numerous exterior components in
high-contrast style. The crosswing trim in the grille, the side mirrors
and the rear spoiler are all rendered in this deep, lustrous finish.



Options and Accessories 2017 E-Class Coupe and Cabriolet

Intelligent Drive Package
Innovations for added security and convenience on the road.
Available on all models.

Active Blind Spot Assist
At speeds above 30 km/h, radar technology helps sense when a
vehicle enters your blind-spot area. The system alerts you by
illuminating a red icon in the side mirror. Active Blind Spot Assist also
issues an audible warning if you activate a turn signal while a vehicle
has been detected. And if you begin to change lanes, advanced active
technology can help guide the car back.

Active Lane Keeping Assist
At speeds above 60 km/h, Active Lane Keeping Assist monitors
ordinary road markings and helps detect unintended drifting off-course.
The system alerts you by vibrating the steering wheel. If the driver
continues to drift, advanced technology can apply the brakes to a
single side to help guide the car back into its lane.

DISTRONIC PLUS with Steering Assist
This radar-based cruise control adapts your set speed to the flow of
traffic ahead, automatically slowing until your path is clear again. If the
vehicle ahead slows to a stop, DISTRONIC PLUS can brake your car to a
full halt, then automatically resume when traffic starts moving. A
Steering Assist feature helps the driver keep the vehicle centred in its
lane while cruising on straight roads or along gentle curves.

BAS PLUS with Cross-Traffic Assist
Even when you’re not using the cruise control functions of DISTRONIC
PLUS, Cross-Traffic Assist helps detect a potential collision with
vehicles approaching from either side of an intersection ahead and
alerts the driver. As soon as the driver starts to brake, BAS PLUS
precisely applies the maximum brake pressure needed to help avoid a
collision.



Options and Accessories 2017 E-Class Coupe and Cabriolet

Intelligent Drive Package cont.
Innovations for added security and convenience on the road.
Available on all models.

PRE-SAFE Brake with Pedestrian Detection
Even when you’re not using the cruise control functions of DISTRONIC
PLUS, PRE-SAFE Brake can help detect an impending collision and
automatically apply up to 100% braking force to help reduce the
severity of the impact. At speeds of up to approximately 50 km/h,
Pedestrian Detection can help detect whether pedestrians have
entered into your path and automatically apply the brakes.

PRE-SAFE PLUS
An enhancement to the groundbreaking PRE-SAFE system helps protect
the occupants during a rear-end collision. A radar sensor in the rear
bumper helps detect an impending impact, engaging the features of
PRE-SAFE to better prepare the front-seat occupants and their restraint
systems. It can also increase brake pressure, to help reduce peak loads
on all occupants — as well as the risk of a secondary collision.



Options and Accessories 2017 E-Class Coupe and Cabriolet

Standalone Options
Make your E-Class your own by choosing from a selection of innovative, thoughtfully designed and
thoroughly engineered options.

Sport wood/leather steering wheel
Requires Burl Walnut or Dark Ash wood trim

Enjoy the handcrafted luxury of the wood/leather steering wheel while
treating your hands to the sporty feel of a flat-bottom design.

Climate Comfort front seats
Only available on E 400 › Coupe & E 400 Cabriolet / Included in
Avantgarde Package on E 550 Coupe & Cabriolet

By gently circulating air through perforations in the seat and backrest,
Climate Comfort front seats help keep you cooler and your clothes drier
during warmer months. Three levels of heating and cooling ventilation
are offered. On cold or damp days, using the ventilation and heating
features together can circulate the seat heating more quickly, to help
keep you warm and dry.

360° camera
The 360° camera is actually four digital cameras, with their view in all
four directions composed into a single, live overhead view of your
immediate surroundings. Displayed on the in-dash screen during
low-speed manoeuvres, it helps you avoid obstacles as you negotiate
tight spaces, whether you’re moving forward or backing up.



Options and Accessories 2017 E-Class Coupe and Cabriolet

Mercedes-Benz Genuine Accessories
Exclusively engineered to fit your car and your life, they’re the best way to make
your E-Class unmistakably yours while keeping it genuinely Mercedes-Benz.

Car care products
Keep the interior and exterior of your vehicle looking their best with our
exclusive, specially formulated interior and exterior car care kits.

Navigation update
Owning a navigation system is one thing. Keeping it up to date is
another. Mercedes-Benz map update software keeps your maps and
Points of Interest current with the latest information.

Roof accessories
Roof carrier bars allow for a variety of add-on accessories to be
mounted to your vehicle. Choose from a ski/snowboard holder, roof
box or bike rack. Carrier bars and add-ons sold separately.

Winter wheel & tire packages
Winter wheels and tires can play a major role in your safety and your
vehicle’s handling and performance on icy, snow-covered roads. Winter
tires offer increased traction in harsh conditions and can reduce
stopping distance by up to three car lengths.



Options and Accessories 2017 E-Class Coupe and Cabriolet

Mercedes-Benz Genuine Accessories cont.
Exclusively engineered to fit your car and your life, they’re the best way to make
your E-Class unmistakably yours while keeping it genuinely Mercedes-Benz.

Cargo area tray
Protect your cargo-area carpeting with this durable, easy to clean
plastic insert with 2" sides. Custom-formed to fit the cargo area of your
vehicle.

Wheel upgrades
Choose from a wide selection of stunning wheels to accentuate your
style.



Specifications 2017 E-Class Coupe and Cabriolet

Engine3.0L biturbo V-6Power/torque329 hp / 354 lb-ftAcceleration0-100 km/h5.2 secFuel economycity/hwy (L/100km)11.8/8.4SuspensionAGILITY CONTROLWheels18" AMG twin 5-spoke Engine 3.0L biturbo V-6

Power/torque 329 hp / 354 lb-ft

Acceleration 0-100 km/h 5.2 sec

Fuel economy city/hwy (L/100km) 11.8/8.4

Suspension AGILITY CONTROL

Wheels 18" AMG twin 5-spoke

 

E 400 › Coupe

Power
@ 5,250–6,000 rpm

Torque
@ 1,200–4,000 rpm

Acceleration
0–100 km/h

329hp

354 lb-ft

5.2sec

Engine3.0L biturbo V-6Power/torque329 hp / 354 lb-ftAcceleration0-100 km/h5.3 secFuel economycity/hwy (L/100km)11.5/8.1SuspensionAGILITY CONTROL with Dynamic HandlingWheels18" AMG twin 5-spoke
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E 400 Cabriolet

Power
@ 5,250–6,000 rpm

Torque
@ 1,200–4,000 rpm

Acceleration
0–100 km/h

329hp

354 lb-ft

5.3sec



Specifications 2017 E-Class Coupe and Cabriolet

Engine4.7L biturbo V-8Power/torque402 hp / 443 lb-ftAcceleration0-100 km/h4.8 secFuel economycity/hwy (L/100km)13.4/8.9SuspensionAGILITY CONTROL with Dynamic HandlingWheels18" AMG twin 5-spoke Engine 4.7L biturbo V-8

Power/torque 402 hp / 443 lb-ft

Acceleration 0-100 km/h 4.8 sec

Fuel economy city/hwy (L/100km) 13.4/8.9

Suspension AGILITY CONTROL with Dynamic Handling

Wheels 18" AMG twin 5-spoke

 

E 550 Coupe

Power
@ 5,000-5,750 rpm

Torque
@ 1,600–4,750 rpm

Acceleration
0–100 km/h

402hp

443 lb-ft

4.8sec

Engine4.7L biturbo V-8Power/torque402 hp / 443 lb-ftAcceleration0-100 km/h4.9 secFuel economycity/hwy (L/100km)13.7/9.2SuspensionAGILITY CONTROL with Dynamic HandlingWheels18" AMG twin 5-spoke
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E 550 Cabriolet

Power
@ 5,000-5,750 rpm

Torque
@ 1,600–4,750 rpm

Acceleration
0–100 km/h

402hp

443 lb-ft

4.9sec


